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National Youth Council (NYC) is a State Corporation 
in the Ministry of ICT, Innovation and Youth Affairs, 
which came into being through the enactment of 
the NYC Act 2009 as the official voice of the youth 
mandated to advocate for youth opportunities, to 
associate, be represented and participate in the 
political, social, economic and other spheres of life.

This newsletter contains articles and information 
from the entire NYC fraternity the youth and 
youth serving organizations. Therefore, you are 
encouraged to regularly forward information 
touching on youth activities, initiatives and success 
stories to the Editor for publication.

    Mission Statement
To enhance youth capacity to actively participate in 
economic, social and political spheres for prosperity 
through strategic consultations, engagements and 
partnerships.

        Vision Statement
To be a dynamic institution championing Youth 
Empowerment for National Stability and Prosperity.

             Value
Equity Professionalism Integrity Transparency 
Innovativeness Teamwork.

      
        PhilosophyHILOSOPHY
NYC is wholeheartedly and fully committed to 
championing and advocating youth issues through 
effective consultation process while steadfastly 
demanding greater inclusion and recognition of the 
youth in all spheres of the society.
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MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGING EDITOR 

It is my pleasure and great privilege to present 
to you the maiden issue of “Sauti Ya Vijana”, the 
official E-Newsletter of National Youth Council 
(NYC). A publication by the Youth, for the Youth.

The aim of this publication is to provide a forum 
for the youth to exchange ideas, learn and interact 
in an enjoyable way with a focus on harnessing 
their creativity, while providing practical up-to-date 
information on matters relating to them.

We hope “Sauti Ya Vijana” will become the 
primary platform for Youth to share their creativity 
and discuss all aspects of Youth matters in the 
development of future innovations that will benefit 
the Country. 

As we strive to provide the Youth with well-
constructed, informative, and educational 
information, I strongly encourage you to submit 
novel, captivating and enlightening content as we 
look forward to making “Sauti Ya Vijana” a marquee 
publication on matters Youth.

“Sauti Ya Vijana” will be published on a monthly 
basis courtesy of NYC and each issue will be 
accessible on all our official website and social 
media platforms. 

We are now welcoming submissions for 
subsequent issues, submitted electronically to 
communications@nationalyouthcouncil.go.ke

 
Amimo Achillah
Managing Editor 

EDITORIAL COMMITTEE
PATRON

Wairimu Waweru

MANAGING EDITOR
Achillah Amimo

EDITORIAL TEAM MEMBERS
Viridiana Wasike

Juliet Owino
Carolyne Chebet
Johnson Rithaa
Derrick Waswa
Debra Wanjiku 

PHOTOGRAPHY
Hillary Busisa
Evans Katana

LAYOUT/DESIGN
Yeswa Williams Johnstone

Advocacy/
Lobbying

OUR CORE MANDATE

Research Policy

Regulation & 
Coordination
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STATEMENT FROM OUR CS JOE MUCHERU

The challenge of Youth unemployment is not 
just a Kenyan problem, but a global challenge. 
As the government, we are aware of the youth 
employment challenge and are always striving 
to do our part in creating sustainable solutions 
to this menace through job creation, increasing 
expenditure towards development projects and 
developing policies that favor local industries, 
among other initiatives. 

The immediacy and hence launch of the NYC 
E-newsletter will make it possible for the youth to 
be fully connected to each other and be directly 
involved in ongoing knowledge construction. With 
the intention of providing a platform for generation 
of knowledge, dialogue, critique, debate and 
collaboration among the youth, “Sauti Ya Vijana” 
will ensure that the youth are equipped with the 
necessary skills to tackle the rapidly changing 
world, where technological advancements 
disrupting traditional economic sectors and 
creating new ones are imminent. 

The society looks upon the creative and innovative 
initiatives of the youth to provide ideas and 
solutions to the development challenges such 
as the ravaging pandemic, COVID-19. You are 
the pillars of the country and that is why the 
government is securing resources and investing

in you to make you productive members of 
the community while developing infrastructure 
to provide you with avenues for upcoming 
opportunities. 

As a staunch believer of discipline, hard work and 
honesty, I would like to urge the young people 
to ‘dare to dream’ and be the change they want 
to see in their community by living up to their 
dreams and aspirations. Through this, they can 
be able to participate in the development of the 
nation and promote the concepts of leadership, 
entrepreneurship, social responsibility and 
networking in the society. 

For continuity, the government will continue 
integrating the youth in development programs 
to tap into their innovative and creative energies. 
Therefore, as a matter of practical necessity, 
then they should acquire technology skills that 
will elevate their competence and productivity, 
especially in this evolving digital economy as we 
continue coming up with elaborate plans that 
will facilitate youth iempowerment, inclusion and 
involvement in development programs  in a bid to 
create and expand job opportunities.

CS Joe Mucheru, EGH
Ministry Of ICT,Innovation & Youth Affairs
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CEO’S MESSAGE

The Youth in Kenya have all the opportunities 
to develop their innate talents and if supported 
by the entire nation, they can consequently take 
active roles in the engineering of a nation that is 
disciplined, prosperous and peaceful. 

The survival of a developing country like Kenya 
is inseparably bound to the development of its 
generation, particularly the youth – who are also a 
vulnerable group. 

Therefore, their position in the development chain, 
limited access to resources, lack of power and 
autonomy and commercial appeal contribute to the 
challenges they face. 

Today, we are pleased to announce the launch of 
“Sauti Ya Vijana” 

This new publication, hitting the youth space this 
October (2020), will feature everything you know 
and love about the Youth and Youth development, 
specially targeting 18 to 35 year olds (The Youth). 

In this issue, we have engaged young and creative 
minds that significantly contributed to the premiere 
issue on topical issues in the country, including the 
ravaging pandemic. 

Whether you are a passionate Writer,Illustrator or 
are an avid Photographer or Story Teller, you have 
the opportunity to be a part of all our subsequent 
issues. 

Yes, we are ready to extend our pool of Writers 
and Content Creators. Our goal is to create a 
publication that goes right to the heart of what 
matters most to the Youth. 

“Sauti Ya Vijana” is a platform for readers to find 
appealing, creative and mind boggling stories from 
the Youth and find comfort and empowerment as 
they positively contribute to the content generation 
of upcoming Issues.

Roy Sasaka Telewa
Chief Executive Officer
National Youth Council.
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ACHIEVER’S EDGE

The Ship for World Youth Leaders (SWY) is a unique 
and once in a life time program funded by the 
Government of Japan.  The program invests in 
young global leaders, preparing them to work and 
thrive in a globalised world of diverse communities.

The program involves Youth from Japan and 
countries all over the world.In 2020, 10 Youth 
from Kenya had an opportunity to represent the 
country in the 32nd SWY Program in Japan,where 
they joined  participating Youth from  various 
backgrounds.

Some of the activities will gain abilities to deal with 
different cultures, communication skills, leadership 
skills and management skills through having 
discussions, cultural exchanges and workshops that 
are organized by the participating Youth themselves 
while establishing lasting bonds. 

Supported by the Government of Japan, the 
program provided all the participants the 
opportunity of discussing common global issues, 
experience cultural exchange, and join seminars 
and workshops conducted by experts and 
participants. In the same way, the participating 
Youth got an opportunity to enhance their 
leadership skills by running seminars, participating 
in on-board committees as well as engaging 
with different cultures and expanding their 
communication skills.

The SWY 32 program has transformed our lives 
completely. We did not know what to expect when 
we left Kenya but everything went well through 
teamwork. Our perspectives on life, leadership and 
careers have been altered for the better.

It was delightful to share our Kenyan Heritage while 
also breaking down the African Stereotypes.
To cross the Pacific Ocean twice and visit the state 
of Baja California, Mexico gave us the opportunity 
to have a personal experience and counter the 
negative stereotype narrative portrayed on mass 
media. Additionally,interaction with Mexican 
culture, history and other future leaders onboard 
gave us an in-depth understanding of the issues we 
face globally.

The regional programme in Wakayama Prefecture 
made us experience the Modern and traditional 
Japanese families,which hosted us for 4 days 
and gave us an opportunity to learn about the 
philosophies and the day-to-day lives of the 
Japanese.

From this experience,its evident that the warm 
reception accorded by the participating Prefectural 
Government is holistic and inclusive in nature.

The program is run each year by the Cabinet Office in 
Japan, responsible for organising the entire program and 
inviting participants from various countries.  Each year, the 
Japanese Government invites the governments of other 
countries, which vary each year with a mix of countries 
from various regions of the world.

JAPAN SHIP FOR WORLD YOUTH 2020 PROGRAM – TEAM KENYA

Linda Ruto, Age 24
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GET ENGAGED IN THE NYC PROGRAMS
SAWAZISHA GUMZO PROGRAM

This program has been achieved in various 
regions and still moving on deeper in the Country 
in support of one of our strategic partners; 
SpreadTruth Africa.

Sawazisha Gumzo is a platform where the youth 
from different generations and diverse backgrounds 
learn from each other and create awareness in 
topical issues on female genital mutilation, teenage 
pregnancies, early marriages, mental health, drug 
use and substance abuse, and other topical areas 
on matters Youth. 

Through this program, the vibrant inter and intra-
generational dialogues have created an avenue for 
youth to participate and engage as equals, in an 
inclusive discussion, on matters Youth and to make 
personal commitments to enhance change, as 
Champions, in their community. More so, values are 
passed on to promote peacful co-estistence and 
national cohesion. This program has been achieved 
in various regions and still moving on further.

This program has been achieved in various 
regions and still moving on deeper in the Country 
in support of one of our strategic partners; 
SpreadTruth Africa.

COUNTIES/REGIONS 
VISITED

Tana river
Kwale
Kilifi

Eldoret
Bungoma
Kisumu

Kakamega
Kericho
Busia

South Baringo 
Kajiado County

LEGENDS STORY

Eliud Kipchoge is a long distance runner who 
at 35years, is a record holder of more than 12 
marathons. He has remained unbeaten since 2014, 
due to a dedicated 17 years of training. Those that 
have worked with him speak of his humility,self- 
discipline and his incredible work ethic. Well known 
for the slogan “No Human Is Limited”, Youth can 
learn a lot from how he carries himself to ensure 
they achieve the best. 

Whilst undertaking NYC programs in Eldoret, 
NYC CEO- Roy Sasaka Telewa and ED Rev. Hamisi 
Kirenga – SpreadTruth Africa (NYC Partner), had an 
opportunity to interact with the World Champion, 
on what drives him.  
 

According to Eliud “I am driven by self believe, 
self-discipline and the support of my technical 
team. In fact, as you speak to the Youth of this 
country, other than the 3 values inculcated in your 
intergenerational dialogue, Sawazisha Gumzo 
Program, through a Kikao, think off adding Self-
discipline as a 4th value”. 
The 3 values that are usually instilled are: Honesty, 
Hard work and Love. And true to our commitment, 
this 4th Value was adopted.

Dr. Kipchoge further believes that life is not about stardom. “It is going 
about your normal daily activities just like an ordinary person. A good 
career is the one that allows you to challenge yourself every now and 
then. Always expect the worst from a situation, and you will be surprised 
by how positive the situation can turn out to be. See yourself as a winner 

regardless of an outcome!”
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OPPORTUNITY YETU

FURSA PROGRAM

Embracing the International Youth Day 2020 theme, Youth Engagement for Global Action,NYC organized 
a fursathon (Hackathon) dubbed #FursaVsVirus Challenge from July 1st -12th August 2020 with the aim 
of putting the youth on the frontline of creating tech and non-tech solutions for economic recovery post 
covid-19.

With key sponsorship from Royal media services, Kenya Pipeline Company (KPC), Huawei, Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO), Kenya Red Cross, IBM and ONE Campaign,we focused on Six thematic 
areas:

Thematic areas;
 
Food Security
     We focused mainly focused on solutions in Agriculture, Food sharing, Food delivery, Food matching,           
     Food production, Food supply and Food waste. 
Environment and Energy
     Emergency Energy provision, Municipal waste management, Renewable energy solutions, Water and      
     sanitation
Government Support
      Border controls, Crisis management, Legal issues, Public administration, State communication, Testing    
      solutions for the Coronavirus, Tracking the spread of the epidemic.
Business and Economy
      Business Development Services, Sports& Creative professions, E-Commerce, Economic impact,   
      Financial support, Fintech, Local businesses, Remote work, Supply chain and logistics, Tourism.
Social Welfare
      To PWDs, Vulnerable Populations, Elderly care, Essential services, Women, Community Service, Social   
      distancing, Mental health, provision of medical care
Education
      E-learning, Grading, School Communication, Social Media Education.

FURSATHON WINNERS

GROUP INSPIRATION THEMATIC AREA

1 PLANT SIGNAL Invasion of army worms led to 40% loss on farm's production. 
Farmers had no clue about the pest and how to control it. We 
have developed a free, easy to use app where a farmer gets real 
time diagnosis.

Food security

2 JIRANIS FOOD Jiranis food is a website that connects travelers with locals who are 
best with cooking local African food. it’s an online market place 
where locals can sign up and list unlimited cuisines from their 
community.

Food security

3 NATAKA CHARCOAL 
BRIQUETTES

Being an environmentalist I have been on the verge to save our 
planet from heaps of waste. Creation of employment to fellow 
youths is a great inspiration to purse the venture.

Environment & Energy

4 EXPAN USSD It is necessitated by the current Covid-19 pandemic where the 
government has put in place measures/guidelines that require 
PSVs to have a manifest of their passengers for easier contact 
tracing, in the event of a positive case being identified among the 
passengers.

Government Support

Congratulations to our Winners!!!

Watch out for Phase 2, Coming Soon!!!!
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OPPORTUNITY YETU

TUJENGANE PROGRAM
The NYC Creative Challenge, that took place in 
May was conducted to honor Youth Creatives 
who are dedicated to Content Creation through 
Writing, Videography, Journalistic Prowess and 
Design work. The following were the talents that 
were identified as winners let their imaginations 
run wild by showcasing their unlimited creativity: What’s up?

Directions
Youth
House
Bank
Money
World Boss
Tablets
Drinking
Blackout

Rada
Mutaratara
Yut
Dangulo
Ngife
Baroda
Palmer
Tap Tap
Gusling
Kila

Sheng 

Ya 

Mbogi

Cartoonist 
Daphnie Muthoni
Bretta Specioza
Stephen Waweru.

Journalistic 
prowess
Dianah Minishi
Caren Getry 
Awinja Catherine.

Graphic Design  
Joseph Kangethe
Evans Bungei 
Yvonne Masibo

Captivating 
writers
Diana Yego 
Wesley Wesonga 
Bramwel Lusweti.

TOONSIDE

Phase 2 has just rolled out. Visit our Social 
media platforms ndio Ujijenge....Usiwachwe 

nyuma round hii!!!!!

WILSON OUMA OKOYO
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FEATURE ARTICLES

BLACK COFFEE NETWORK 

This is a Pan-African youth-led network and organization 
consisting of youth drawn together by friendship who 
shared a cup of coffee while discussing issues that they 
faced. 

Information dissemination and sensitization on 
COVID-19
We started a campaign of translating information 
into local indigenous language with key emphasis 
on preventive measures for COVID-19 specifically 
on social distancing and hand washing, 
disseminated on both online and offline platforms.

Donation of Sanitizers and Liquid Soap 
In partnership with Tobias foundation, Black coffee 
network received donations of liquid soap and 
sanitizers from the Government of Kenya through 
the NYC, which gave the youth an opportunity 
to showcase their stewardship and volunteerism 
since a lot of the merchandise was distributed 
through them to vulnerable familes in Nakuru East 
and Nakuru West Constituencies: Mawanga, KITI, 
Kiratina, Bondeni, Kisulisuli, Manyani, Lake View 
and Langa Langa, Biashara (C.B.D), Kaptembwa, 
Rhonda and London. 

Feeding the Widows 
In partnership with Utamaduni Wetu and TOBIAS 
Foundation, we donated sanitizers and handwash 
soap to widows and young mothers living in 
Kaptembwa and Bondeni Slums, Nakuru County. 

Covid-19 Sensitization
In partnership with Kenya Red Cross Society, 
Nakuru Branch and TOBIAS Foundation, we 
carried out sensitization and sanitizer distribution 
in Githima and Kapkures an activity that targeted 
markets, matatu and boda-boda stages with the 
key messages of wearing masks, social distancing 
and handwashing.

YOUTH AGENDA

TOP 35 UNDER 35
This year’s top 35 under 35 awards and expo kicked 
off on 18th May 2020 to 30th June 2020, after 
which the awards took place on the 12th August 
2020 during the International Youth Day -2020. 

This year’s theme, “Youth Engagement for Global 
Action” sought to highlight how:

1. The engagement of young people at the local,       
     national and global levels: Enriches national,         
     multilateral institutions

2. The engagement of youth in formal political               
     mechanisms: Increases the fairness of political              
     processes by  reducing democratic deficits,          
      contributing to better or more sustainable     
      policies.

3. Vast humanity challenges such as the COVID-19    
     outbreak and climate change require concerted    
     global action for meaningful                       
     engagement

The Awards annual initiative focused on three key 
thematic areas:

1. Youth Engagement in Leadership and         
     Governance.
2. Youth Economic Empowerment.
3. Gender Development and Advocacy.
    The awards categories relate to Kenya’s Big 4       
    Agenda, the Vision 2030, and Sustainable                      
    Development Goals.

This award is the basis for mentorship, incubation, 
and networking a cohort of 35 awardees, with each 
cohort undergoing leadership program for them to 
mentor and inspire other Youth countrywide.
Kaa rada!! You can be the next winner!
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OUR VOICES

BRAMWEL LUSWETI SAISI, AGE: 27 YEARS 

I am 27 years old, a writer and a lawyer. From 
as early as my formative years, I always enjoyed 
(and still do) telling stories. I believe everything is a 
story, and I use my pen to wash away the dust of 
everyday life from the souls of my readers. 
Many thanks to the National Youth Council of 
Kenya for allowing me to participate in the Youth 
Creative Challenge.

MY STORY : HOW COVID-19 HAS AFFECTED THE 
YOUTH  

6.33 PM: Kuria adjusts his face mask as he watches a 
group of people scramble to get into a matatu. Usually, 
such scenes would be prevalent whenever it rained 
heavily in the city, and commuters were trying to get 
home before darkness sets in. But today, there were no 
droplets of rain in sight. In any case, the ground was 
dusty even as the July cold moved closer and closer. 
People were not rushing home because of the weather 
or the lack of matatus or that they wanted to spend 
time with their families. No, they were rushing home 
because it was thirty minutes to 7 PM. Everyone wanted 
to be behind closed doors by the time the curfew 
commenced. 

As a child, Kuria had not pictured himself pushing a 
trolley full of boiled eggs and sausages at 23 years. No, 
he was fascinated by the human body and how different 
parts worked together to create a complete system. 
He imagined that he would one day grow up to wear a 
white lab coat and a stethoscope around his neck. But 
things turned out differently, and now he was here trying 
to get people to buy eggs and sausages. He smiled to 
himself as he remembered how, on the first day, he had 
sold two eggs only and considered eating the rest. At 
least now, he could manage to sell a crate by the end of 
the day. Or two, when the gods smiled down at him. 

Things were not always like this. Just a few months ago, 

in January, Kuria had been working as a waiter in a hotel 
just at the brink of town. It was not his dream job, but 
at least he got something to pay for his single-roomed 
house in Kangemi. Plus, his employer, a 33-year-old lady, 
would often allow the workers to pack some leftover 
food to take home. That was until the government 
announced that the COVID-19 crisis had extended to 
Kenya, and people were to remain in their homes to 
avoid infections. By the following week, the hotel was 
receiving two or three customers per day. Kuria was 
jobless a month later. 

6.41 PM.: Kuria stood up and dusted himself. He began 
pushing the trolley, knowing that he would not manage 
to sell any more eggs or sausages for the day. “Dear 
Corona, this is no longer funny,” he whispered to himself 
behind the face mask.

WESLEY WESONGA MAPESA, AGE: 23 YEARS

I am an ambitious student open to new 
experience and learning, a liberal attitude 
towards people’s lifestyle and background. In 
my writing, I strive and hope to capture reality 
emblemed in captivating stories and inspire a 
dawn of a better country free from menaces that 
have crippled our development. I live and work 
with integrity upon duties bestowed on me. 

MY STORY : EVERYDAY GREATNESS IN EVERYDAY 
PROBLEMS
Working long hours in hard labor construction sites, Taji 
returns home tired. From fatigue, his hands shake unable 
to find his mouth to quench his thirst from a glass of 
water, his walking is uncoordinated and with a slurred 
speech of a drunkard. Sometimes when intoxicated with 
local brew, Taji speaks fluent English and brags of his 
time at the school of law. That’s the only thing he has to 
show for his degree from a top ranking university in the 
country. Like many other youths, he has tarmacked for 
job in vain for three consecutive years. Luckily, he landed 
himself a job at a construction site.

In a few months of working, Taji invented a brick 
laying machine that lays with pinpoint accuracy. As he 
staggered into the house, he stumbled on the pieces 
left near the door. A famous politician and an uncle 
promised him to earn from it. Tears began rolling when 
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OUR VOICES
the images of his machine being advertised flashed 
through his eyes selling at a price equivalent to his 
current whole year salary.

It was robbed from him in broad daylight and there was 
nothing he could do about it.
More than once, Taji has fastened a rope round his neck 
ready to commit his spirit unto thy able hands of the 
creator, but the hope of a better tomorrow unfastens it 
every time. With energy, he leaps out of the house for 
everyday greatness to deal with everyday problems. 
His hope fades, but rises with the sun. He knows that 
one day, he shall be on the steering wheel guiding and 
providing for a family, and he shall give them lessons 
from his past. With the agenda of giving his children 
opportunities he can only dream of, Taji braces himself.

While in school, lecturers at the institution came at will, 
and Taji found himself sneaking into private university 
classes where educators gave quality information with 
relevant assignments. Shifting from lecturers strike 
to student riots, instead of six years, Taji completed 
with eight. Battling police brutality in peaceful 
demonstrations, depressions and break ups, he set 
up a counseling centre with his classmates that is still 
helping the always troubled young people. Taji and 
fellow unemployed graduates in the estate have started 
a self-help group that jointly acquires dividend paying 
assets. Taji remembers everything, and he suffers like 
every other under privileged, but from his peanut salary, 
in comradeship, works to transform his life with what 
he has. No blames shift to the government, with Taji, 
working hands shall change the status quo. In everyday 
greatness, the problem shall be solved in bits. 

                          DIANA YEGON, Age: 20 years
Diana Yegon is a final year student at the 
Kenya Institute of Mass Communication 
pursuing  broadcast journalism .She is a digital 
communications writer. She is also a radio host 
and a show producer. With her passion in media, 
she would like to change the society through 
bringing hope.

MY STORY : LITMUS TASTE

Richard’s test of his personality was placed on an 
equilibrium when he lost his job as a Supervisor. A 
man who recently wedded his beautiful wife Susan, a 
ceremony close to that of the Duke of Sussex’s one.

Boom! Like an iceberg, one morning he gets a letter, 
fired! Richard, jobless. Many of his colleagues met the 
same wrath of the employer. This was a real setback, he 
could not hold his tears, Richard who was so bossy is 
doomed. He being laid off is still a mystery.

The flamboyant young man is unemployed, his pregnant 
wife receives the news with uttermost shock, and how 
were they going to pay the millions of shillings of loans 
they took, to have a flashy wedding? The house he 
bought on mortgage was a jungle.

All of a sudden, he is like a total stranger to everyone, 
not even his newly wedded wife who disappeared after 
tribulations persisted. Richard has two friends only; God 
and his mum back in the village. A man who lived in a 
four-bedroom apartment now reflects upon his life in a 
studio apartment, his mum being his sole bread winner.

 He upholds his staunch Christianity regardless.
All those he owed money come knocking, banks, Sacco 
and shylocks. He could no longer bear, suicidal thoughts 
are now making sense to him but then his faith, and his 
yet to be seen newborn daughter.

 The pinch of being unemployed on the land of less 
opportunities was a tor. The hustle of working from 
construction sites to hotels and manning gates at night 
were unbearable trials. 

Poor Richard got some quick job of loading a lorry with 
goods enroute Western, the poor man secretly decides 
to load himself in the truck. This is a decision made after 
frequent calls from his mother who wanted her only 
begotten son back home. 

His mother seeing his weak and emaciated son home 
was like a dream she never had, what a reunion, Richard 
under the guidance of his faith and mother managed to 
use farm produce from his late father’s land to slowly pay 
off his debts. 

Funny how life can switch from a hundred to zero in a 
blink of an eye. 
A free man, but wait, will Richard get a chance of seeing 
his daughter Maureen for the first time? 

This kind of an experience is A LITMUS TASTE.
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GET ENGAGED IN THE NYC PROGRAMS
UTAFITI NA VIJANA PROGRAM
With rising population of the youth, there are more 
challenging experiences in the present times and there 
is need for interventions to provide applicable solutions. 
One of the mandate of the National Youth Council is 
to leverage research on youth issues to drive policy 
and evidence-based interventions. Utafiti Kwa Vijana, 
a research program that intends to mobilize youth 
voices, insights and policy suggestions to inform policy 
formulation in governance and youth representation 
across all the 47 counties.
The program targets all the youths across the counties, 
creating awareness of the existing youth aligned policies 
like the KYDP 2019 and how effectively they can adopt 
the policy and implement it at the grassroots levels.
Utafiti kwa Vijana will educate the youth on policies and 
resources available to them for the purposes of Youth 
development in political, economic, social and other 
spheres of life.

COORDINATION & REPRESENTATION PROGRAM
NYC is mandated in NYC Act of 2009 section 4a to 
regulate and co-ordinate activities and initiatives relating 
to the Youth, being undertaken by Youth groups, 
Youth focused community based organizations, non-
governmental organizations, civil society movements and 
other organizations dealing with Youth matters, popularly 
referred to as Youth Serving Organizations.
Regulation and Coordination program intends to build 
and strengthening multi-sectoral coordination of YSOs 
at National and County levels as proposed in KYDP,2019 
and NYC advocacy agenda, do a countrywide 
registration and accreditation as well as regulate non-
state actors serving the Youth. 

UZALENDO PROGRAM
The Uzalendo Programme is NYC’s flagship civic 
engagement and accountability programme. The 
Uzalendo Programme is anchored in Section 4 of the 
National Youth Council Act, which mandates the NYC to:
 (1)act as a voice and bridge to ensure that the 
Government and other policy makers are kept informed 
of the views and aspirations of the youth; 
 (2)promote and popularize the national youth policy and 
other policies that affect the youth;
 (3)facilitate the periodic review of the national youth 
policy;
 (4)lobby for legislation on issues affecting the youth; and
 (5)promote the inclusion of youths in decision-making 
bodies, boards, agencies and other public institutions 
and organisations.

Through the Uzalendo Programme, the National 
Youth Council aims to create awareness on legal and 
governance issues amongst all youth in Kenya, and 
facilitate dialogue amongst the youth and between 
the youth national leaders on issues such as good 
governance, accountability, and other national issues.

FURSA PROGRAM
“FURSA” is a swahili word meaning 
“OPPORTUNITY”.Its the Youth Bridge to bring the 
Youth relevance to the National Agenda. The Youth 
voices are limited if not at all heard, yet the Youth 
are our greatest resource. 

Our opportunity is now, especially after a global 
pandemic. FURSA is the opportunity to bring all 
stakeholders together to develop the generation 
that will see the sustainability of our nation. 
FURSA is a necessary determinant of young 
people’s participation in National, Regional and or 
local level development. For inclusiveness, FURSA 
is a call to all to embrace sharing of knowledge and 
active stakeholders’ participation with the Youth at 
the center for our nation’s sustainable development 
FURSA is the call to activate Kenya’s two super 
powers in the context of building our nation and its 
biggest resource – the Youth!

SAWAZISHA GUMZO PROGRAM
is an intra-generational and intergenerational 
dialogues program, that provides psychosocial 
support through mentorship, and value transfer to 
Youth, as well as address cultural, socioeconomic 
factors that contribute to problems facing Youth, 
directly. For this year, NYC’s main focus is on 
teenage pregnancies, reproductive health, Mental 
health, drug use & substance abuse, entrenching 
Values, Volunteerism & Community service and 
Patriotism. This program is to also create a safe 
space for young people for them to be sensitized 
and learn from each other.

TUJENGANE PROGRAM 
is a Youth Empowerment program, that encourages 
Youth to take charge of their lives. It further 
seeks to establish an environment, and effective 
platforms, where Youth may exercise authentic 
participation and pursuit their own visions, dreams, 
hopes, and concerns pertaining to development 
and overall well-being. This program’s activities 
are grounded on the fundamental evidence that 
if Youth have sufficient incomes and resources 
to sustain productive lives, they can generate an 
economic opportunity and contribute to the wider 
good and care for others. NYC Youth priority 
this year is on Affirmative funds, NYC Creative 
Challenge, Affirmative Funds, Private Sector 
Opportunities, Youth internship and Volunteerism 
and Youth employment programs (Kazi Mtaani), for 
Post-Covid 19 economic recovery.
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GET ENGAGED IN THE NYC PROGRAMS
YOUTH CULTURAL FESTIVAL

In every corner we go we seek to promote of 
Patriotism, National Cohesion, and Peaceful Co-
existence through Youth Cultural Festivals
The Mombasa Youth Cultural Festival was a taste 
of youth resilience right at the height of COVID-19 
pandemic

We took a moment to see the opportunity through our 
culture, we danced and demonstrated the importance 
of youth peace constituencies as drivers of our 
freedom in protecting and building our nation.

GREENING KENYA INITIATIVE

President Uhuru Kenyatta directed that Kenya 
must achieve more than 10% national forest cover 
by the year 2022 and the National Youth Council 
has embraced this as an opportunity to achieve 
national and global commitments with respect to 
climate change, biodiversity conservation, and land 
degradation.

In all our outreach programs we are very deliberate 
that we plant trees everywhere we go and we 
have encouraged the youth to plant seedlings 
as we purchase the seedlings from youth serving 
organizations

EXPERIENTIAL SKILLS 
PROGRAMME

What is the biggest challenge for
Youth in getting employment? 

              Experience!!! 

I am Youth, I am young, where do I get the 
experience? 

       We have a solution for you! 

Our Experiential Skills Programme allows 
you to build your experience portfolio by 
participating in real workplace challenges.

   Yours is to deliver at Your best!

FURSA YETU UZALENDO WETU 

FURSA YETU KUSHIRIKIANA TUMLINDE 
MAMA KENYA 

FURSA YETU KUENDELEZA AMANI KWA 
MAMA KENYA 

FURSA YETU KUIPONYA NA KUJENGA 
MAMA KENYA
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MEET YOUR MENTOR
Be Mentored!

Usually we go about life not cognizant what impact 
our lives have on others. But in the real sense my 
life and your life has a long lasting impact. 

Being the maiden article, we are all in knots to get 
it right! And that is why this column in the very first 
and continuing issue is important, as we seek to 
grow holistically we will be mentored too! 
Be Mentored starts with my story. I was raised up in 
a family of 11 children with teachers for parents. So 
you can imagine every day we were expected to be 
better versions of ourselves. We were awakened to

the consciousness to be better and to ensure the person next to us is better. I thought understanding my 
upbringing would show why I do what I do – the commitment to transform lives and especially the lives of 
young people. 

We started with hindsight but let us check foresight! Walk with me, today is my 100th birthday and I am 
being honored what would success look for me? Great relationships with people who emerged victorious, 
with renewed determination appreciating that success isn’t far. People honoring each other and having 
faith on what is possible for our country and within each of one of us, selfless serving and that we can do 
anything we put our mind to it and it requires the best of us.

The journey has just begun; we are all in that journey

Mentor & Be Mentored!

Viridiana Wasike - Mutere

OUR PARTNERSNATIONAL VALUES
In its commitment to working with State 
Corporations, Private Industrial Partners, YSOs, 
the Youth and the Public towards empowering the 
Youth to turn our country into a frontier of growth, 
innovation and opportunities, NYC continues to 
uphold the County’s national values.

Patriotism
National unity 
Sharing and devolution of power
The rule of law
Democracy and participation of the people
Human dignity
Equity, social justice, inclusiveness, equality, 
human rights, non-discrimination and protection 
of the marginalized
Good governance, integrity, transparency and 
accountability 
Sustainable development.
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GOVERNMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
AJIRA DIGITAL

KAZI 5-STAR

Did you know that you could work and get paid 
independently from wherever you are? 

All you need is a laptop and internet connection! 
In this fast tech growing world, there’s a need for 
the Youth to acquire more digital skills. Ajira Digital 
Program was established to train Kenyans on how 
to exploit the digital market opportunities FOR 
FREE!!!! OOliskia wapi?

This program provides several online courses, 
namely;
1. Core certifications
2. Design and creative
3. Admin and customer service
4. Accounting
5. Web, mobile, and software development
6. Sales and marketing
7. Data science and analytics
8. IT and networking
9. Writing and translation

Once you register, book your desired training 
session. Due to COVID-19 restrictions, all the 
classes are offered virtually. Through mentorship 
programs, mentees are given step by step 
guidelines to help them start-up on online work. 
After this, one gets a certificate. 

You can do as many courses as you wish at Ajira. 
This platform provides for trusted job platforms 
and available jobs as well both nationally and 
internationally. 

To register visit;
www.ajiradigital.go.ke 
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PICTORIALS

NYC CEO meeting with KSG Baringo Director 
ahead of the staff Induction program at the Campus

Meeting with Isiolo Governor H.E Mohamed Abdi 
Kuti at the Youth Innovation Centre in the County

Game analysis during a Team Building in Baringo 
KSG.

‘Acid Lake’: a team building game were participants 
were to cross a river without stepping in the Lake

People Dialogue Festival 2020 at the Kenya 
National Museum

Meeting with Mombasa Governor H.E Ali Hassan 
Joho on possible partnerships/collaboration on 
Youth programs in the county.
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